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The Military Energy Resilience Catalyst (MERC) Innovation challenge sought creative solutions
that can be implemented now to minimize the damage and disruption of a future disaster.
The Challenge was centered at a fictional military installation in Florida that has been hit by a
major hurricane and is also seeing signs of cyber-attack. While the scenario was fictional,
solutions had to be realistic and executable.
The “Microgrid as a Service for Reliability” concept by Distributed Sun and S&C Electric Company
has been declared the winner by a panel of senior DoD, Army, Air Force, Navy, DOE, and DHS
government reviewers. With over 30 submissions from across government, industry, and
national labs, the concept submitted by Distributed Sun and S&C demonstrated the greatest
maturity in implementation viability, ingenuity of ideas, and impact of solutions.
The “Microgrid as a Service for Reliability” concept centered on hardening the base with a core
set of commercial off the shelf components: S&C Electric Company’s Modular Microgrid and
GridMaster® Microgrid Control System; Distributed Sun’s solar photovoltaic (PV) system and
batteries; Caterpillars Natural Gas Packaged Generation Systems; Portable (towable) solar PV
module and battery assemblies; and Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (EVs) for on-base
transportation.
The concept also discussed alternative financing approaches including Distributed Sun’s Military
Financing Partnership Solution for Microgrids as a Service (MaaS) to permit multiple acquisition
strategies.

Microgrid as a Service for Reliability
Distributed Sun and S&C Electric Company

Executive Summary
The modern world runs on electricity. Have you tried to survive a day in your normal life without
directly or indirectly using electricity? It is nearly impossible. The modern battlefield is no
different. Systems – whether basic or advanced – need two things to operate: electricity and
mobility. It is essential to ensure the continued, uninterrupted operation of the electrical system
feeding a military installation regardless of conditions. This discussion centers around four critical
aspects of the base electrical system – resilience, reliability, cybersecurity, and economics.


Resilience – In the event of an outage, the ability to recover and begin supplying
electricity quickly.



Reliability – The ability to continue to supply electricity in the face of multiple
contingencies.



Cybersecurity – The ability to maintain mission operating capabilities when confronted
by physical or nonphysical threats to the electrical system’s operation and control
system.



Economics - Innovative solutions need to address reliability, resilience and
cybersecurity within the reality of existing budget constraints.

Planning for reliability and resilience in the face of threats and contingencies should be
preventive and preemptive, not reactive – the best way to recover is to be prepared in advance
with multiple contingency solutions. Using existing, proven technology, we will improve the
reliability, resilience, and cybersecurity of Pittman AFB’s electrical system while maintaining an
energy cost profile similar to today. As an added benefit, this standardized process is replicable
across all locations in North America.
Core Components
i. Distributed Sun’s Military Financing Partnership Solution for MaaS
ii. S&C Electric Company’s Modular Microgrid
iii S&C Electric Company’s GridMaster® Microgrid Control System
iv. Distributed Sun’s solar PV system and batteries
v. Caterpillar Natural Gas Packaged Generation Systems
vi. Portable (towable) solar PV module and battery assemblies
vii. Plug-in hybrid EVs for on-base transportation

Requirements and Overview
The exercise is to evaluate the condition and speed of operational recovery of a fictional Air Force
Base (AFB) in Florida called Pittman AFB (PAFB). In the challenge, PAFB has been hit hard by
Hurricane Dana and the local utility grid has encountered a crippling cyber-attack. We propose
significant improvements to reliability and resilience that will harden the grid before the events
of 26 September 2020 – to avoid much of the damage and aid in recovery.
Hardening the Electrical system at PAFB
The concurrent issues to contend with are:


Wind-related building damage



Flooding-related logistical issues



Lack of electric generation ability beyond current diesel supplies



Hurricane and flooding-related power and communications issues



Malware-caused utility outage

Strengths available are:


Natural gas distribution lines are not affected



Natural gas-driven generators are not flooded and are providing well water

We propose to improve PAFB’s disaster preparedness by hardening the electrical system at PAFB
with Commercially Off the Shelf (COTS) components that allow easy deployment & long-term
maintenance. The COTS equipment, though standard, will have interfaces engineered for custom,
site-specific applications. Some of the equipment described here has been installed and is used
on Florida Power & Light’s (FPL) utility grid. Site visits to U.S. locations with operational systems
and equipment described are available upon request.
We also propose to add several commercially available plug-in hybrid vehicles – charged by onsite solar modules - to assure movement within PAFB to carry equipment and personnel.
The proposed solution brings reliability and resilience with high-level cybersecurity protection to
improve mission readiness by mitigating fuel shortages and logistical issues.

Mechanics of Hardening the Grid and BASE
Modular Microgrid: Deploy S&C Electric Company’s Modular Microgrid (MM) and other medium
voltage (MV) components. The new distribution equipment and associated controls will be
submersible. The MM is preconfigured to connect to existing electrical sources and new
generation such as natural gas generators, solar PV arrays and batteries with existing diesel
generators providing back up.

Microgrid Controller: GridMaster® – the control or “brains” of the system is a survivable
microgrid controller. With on-site generation, the controller can operate in “island mode” –
creating an “air gap” for cybersecurity issues. It’s defining features make it ideal for deployment
in this type of system:


Object-oriented vs. deterministic decision-making. Decisions are based on real-time
situations on the microgrid, not on a predetermined program – drastically improving
survivability.



Automatically spawns new master controller if the original is compromised or lost.



Automatically isolates system components and reconfigures the system in real-time based on
component and/or system availability.



Best-in-class microgrid cybersecurity – physical and electronic. The hardened controller can
operate even in the face of an intrusion.



Only controller in the world with an ATO, Authority to Operate, for DoD microgrid systems.

Solar PV Array & Batteries: Depending on the open space at the base, we propose several groundmounted solar arrays with distributed inverters and batteries. Solar PV modules and structures will be
rated for 150 mph wind gusts. All PV equipment will be at least four (4) feet off the ground. Batteries can
provide power for critical loads for up to one (1) week.

Natural Gas Generators: Augment existing natural gas generators by strategically locating additional
Caterpillar natural gas generators at the medium voltage (MV) level. Being on the MV system enables
power to reach all loads on the base. With sustained natural gas supply, PAFB can run indefinitely in island
mode. During normal times, the natural gas generators can operate in conjunction with the utility grid for
grid augmentation, load reduction, or energy cost improvement.

Distribution Automation: Adding distribution automation will allow distributed intelligence to improve
grid reliability and resilience through “self-healing” and eliminate the need for the dispatch of crews to
change states of devices.

Underground and in conduit: All new equipment will be fed from underground cabling placed in
conduit with concurrent fiber runs for robust, low latency communications. Additionally, wiring may be
shielded to protect failure from EMP threats – man-made, or weather-related.

Elevated piers: All new and existing systems are placed on a helical pier system to further reduce
flooding risks.

Plug-in Hybrid EVs: Add a small fleet of plug-in EVs that can be charged from the solar arrays and natural
gas generators to allow movement of equipment and personnel around the base.

Portable PV arrays: PV arrays/batteries on wheels to deploy around PAFB to power field equipment.
Backup: The proposed system incorporates the existing diesel backup system. The diesel systems can
provide support until they either run out of fuel or fail. However, the diesel fuel on-site may be conserved
or dedicated to higher and better uses such as transportation.

Ownership of the UPGRADES at PAFB and Creative Financing
PAFB could create a public-private partnership (PPP) to fund the development of the microgrid
and have it deployed on-site. S&C and Distributed Sun would develop and deploy the microgrid.
PAFB would own the microgrid and maintain it or choose to subcontract operational
responsibilities.
Alternatively, the PPP arrangement could be to enter into a power purchase agreement (PPA) –
Distributed Sun and S&C would deploy the microgrid and upgrade necessary existing on-site
equipment. In this scenario, PAFB will not “front” any capital – Distributed Sun’s Military
Financing Partnership Solution for MaaS takes care of the upfront capital requirements. PAFB
may acquire the equipment at a “market” price at the end of the PPA term – typically 15 years –
or continue the PPA. PAFB retains ownership of all equipment not part of the upgrade.
The PPA contract provides ALL power consumption at the plant from the MV system. PAFB would
pay only one energy bill to Distributed Sun. The PPA would come with the added benefit of
providing reliability and resilience during outage events. Pricing for PPA will consider the
following factors at the location:


Current locational marginal price of natural gas



Total electrical consumption



Minimum offtake level



Reliability fee for minutes operated in island mode

Economic Benefits to PAFB


The microgrid is provided at no upfront capital cost to the U.S. Government



No change (or slight increase) to current rate paid for electricity



All long-term maintenance and overhauls of equipment owned by Distributed Sun is
included in the PPA pricing



PAFB is insulated from significant energy market swings via on-site generation as a market
hedge



Significant improvements to reliability on the base leads to reduced mission downtime



Increased reliability improves the base’s ability to perform both operational activities and
humanitarian activities



Ability to operate in the face of a cyber-attack on the local grid

New Post-HARDENING Narrative
19 September 2020


Hurricane Dana path forecasts indicate impact to PAFB is likely



PAFB commander activates emergency protocols



Distributed Sun proactively runs unscheduled tests on all systems at PAFB to ensure
readiness and make any repairs in advance of the storm



PAFB tests and deploys redundant capabilities to other bases for prudent operational
security

22 September 2020


Hurricane Dana path forecasts indicate direct impact to PAFB is 100% likely



Per the emergency protocols, Distributed Sun activates island mode for PAFB and
separates electrically from the utility grid

23 September 2020


PAFB is impacted directly by Hurricane Dana at full intensity



Despite the storm damage, PAFB does not lose power to most facilities on the base. The
GridMaster® microgrid controller reroutes power effectively from multiple sources and
uses multiple pathways as the storm damages some system components



PAFB electrical system remains operationally effective both during and immediately after
the storm using PV arrays and natural gas packaged generators and advanced controls



PAFB personnel can use the plug-in EVs to respond to damage remediation on-site.
Portable PV arrays and batteries can power communication devices until normal
operations resume. Communication network on the base is effective



PAFB recovery personnel have ready access to reliable electricity to speed up recovery
efforts on the base. The system also highlights the issues in the areas without power and
alerts Distributed Sun to necessary repairs and/or replacements

24 September 2020


At the discretion of the base commander, PAFB can transition to serving as a “Beacon of
Light” for the surrounding community. The base will have the ability to provide shelter,
power and basic necessities



At the discretion of the base commander, leadership at PAFB can determine the amount
of support they provide to community recovery efforts surrounding the base

